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The present invention relates to an adjustable vehicle 
seat especially intended for commercial type vehicles. 

It is the aim of the present invention to constitute the 
adjustability of the seat in the longitudinal direction, in 
the height and in the inclination of the seat cushion and 
of the backrest as‘versatile as possible; and more par 
ticularly to do so with the simplest ‘structural means in 
order to enable, on the one hand, an inexpensive manu 
facture of the seat and on the other, to obtain a sturdy 
type of construction reliable in operation, especially of 
the adjusting means, and to facilitate for the driver the 
adjustment of the seat into every position desired. by 
the driver. Additionally, in accordance with the present 
invention the driver is to be able to displace the seat, 
relatively far toward the rear for‘ purposes of boarding 
and leaving the vehicle and then, without special atten 
tion, to be able to return the seat forcibly to the initial 
position thereof so as to save to the driver a renewed 
searching each time for the position most favorable to 
him. In particular, the seat is also to be suitable for 
such vehicles which require, by reason of their multiple 
applicability, at least for short periods of time an ex 
tremely high and steep position of the seat without, how 
ever, impairing thereby the other =adjustabilities of_the 
seat. 
The present invention thereby starts with a known 

longitudinally displac'eable seat in which sliding rails se 
cured at the bottom side of the seat frame are displace 
ably guided in the vehicle longitudinal direction within 
guide rails arranged securely at the vehicle floor and 
which can be held stationary in the desired position by 
appropriate detent means. 
The present invention essentially consists, on the one 

hand, in that the guide rails are readily detachably se 
cured at the vehicle ?oor by rapidly detachably securing 
or fastening means and, on the other, in that an inter 
mediate frame is provided adapted to be selectively in 
serted between the guide rails and the vehicle ?oor which 
intermediate frame is provided at its bottom edge with 
receiving apertures for the rapid securing or fastening 
means arranged at the vehicle floor and at its upper edge 
with the rapid securing or fastening means correspond 
ing in the type and arrangement to those arranged at the 
vehicle ?oor. In a preferred embodiment of the pres 
ent invention, the intermediate frame essentially con 
sists of one quadrangular, preferably trapezoidally 
shaped sectional steel frame on each side of the seat 
whose upper leg portion. appropriately slopes slightly 
downwardly in the forward direction. 

In order to render the adjustability of the seat in the 
vehicle longitudinal direction independently of whether 
the intermediate frame is or is not inserted between the 
seat and the vehicle ?oor, a detent rail connected with 
the seat is slidingly guided in at least one of the guide 
rails of essentially U-shaped cross section open toward 
the top. This detent rail is provided with a longitudinad 
slot through which extends a securing bolt arranged trans 
versely with respect thereto and displaceably supported 
within the guide rail in its longitudinal direction. The 
longitudinal slot of the detent rail is enlarged at ap 
proximately equal distances into a series of detent aper 
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tures into which the securing bolt is able to engage under 
the effect of a spring with its local enlargement of the 
shank thereof in order to be able to hold the seat ?xed 
in the respectively desired position. 

Particularly when the vehicle is used for operations 
for which the seat has to be brought, by the insertion 
of the intermediate frame, into a relatively high and 
steep position and simultaneously has to be displaced 
relatively far toward the front, it may be necessary to 
displace the seat for purposes of boarding or leaving the 
vehicle each time relatively far toward the rear and im 
mediately thereafter to return the seat forwardly again 
into its normal operating position. In order to save for 
the driver in that case to search each time anew for the 
correct detent aperture in the detent rail, the detent rail 
according to a further feature of the present invention 
is readily detachably connected with the seat, for exam 
ple, by a pivotal locking lever supported at the seat which 
engages under the effect of a spring in alcut-out or aper 
ture provided in the detent rail. If the locking lever 
is manually disengaged, out of the detent rail, then the 
seat can be moved to and fro in any suitable manner 
on the guide rails without displacing at the same. time 
the detent rail in unison therewith. Consequently, the 
seat, when being pushed back, comes back necessarily 
exactly into its pre-existing position in which the locking 
lever automatically engages again the cut-out or aperture 
of the detent rail under the spring effect. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide an adjustable seat for motor vehicles which, by 
extremely simple means, renders the adjustability of the 
seat in the longitudinal direction, in its height as well 
as in its inclination of the seat cushion and backrest as 
versatile as possible without impairing its reliability of 
operation. 
Another object of the present invention resides in the 

provision of a seat for motor vehicleswhich offers great 
versatility in its adjustability, yet can be manufactured 
in a relatively inexpensive manner without sacri?ce in 
the sturdiness of construction thereof. 
A further object of the present invention resides in the 

provision of adjusting means for a vehicle seat greatly 
improving the versatility of adjustment of the seat yet‘ 
minimizing in a signi?cant manner the cost oflmanufac 
ture, installation and servicing especially of the adjusting 
means. 

Still another object of the present invention resides 
in an adjustable vehicle seat for motor vehicles which 
greatly facilitates, by simple adjusting means, the, ad 
justment of the seat by the driver to the individually de 
sired position. 

Still a further object of the present invention, resides 
in the provision of a vehicle seat which not only is ad 
justable, in a far-reaching manner but also facilitates 
the ingress and egress of the driver and/or passengers 
by permitting facilitated displacement of the seat in the 
longitudinal direction. 
Another object of the present invention resides in the 

provision of an adjustable seat for motor vehicles which 
not only can be adjusted in the longitudinal direction, in 
its height and inclination of the seat cushion and back 
rest, but which also permits the driver to temporarily ad 
just the seat in the longitudinal direction yet permits the 
driver to automatically locate the pre-existing selected 
longitudinal position of the seat when returning the same 
in the longitudinal direction toward the initial position. 
A further object of the present invention resides in a 

vehicle seat which greatly facilitates to the driver the 
adjustment of the seat in the longitudinal direction with 
out requiring renewed searching for the most favorable 
seat position everytime, such longitudinal adjustment is 
made. 
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Still another object of the present invention resides in 
the provision of an adjustable vehicle seat which not 
only entails all the advantages mentioned above but 
which also permits the use of the seat for temporarily 
raising and inclining the seat in ‘an extreme manner, for 
example, when using the vehicle for special purpose op 
erations without impairing the adjustability of the seat in 
the various ways otherwise available. 

These and other objects, features and advantages of 
the present invention will become more obvious from 
the following, description when taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawing which shows for purposes 
of illustration only, one embodiment in accordance with 
the ‘present invention, and wherein: 
FIGURE 1 is a side elevational view of a vehicle seat 

in accordance with the present invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a partial front elevational view of the 

seat in accordance with the present invention, on a larger 
scale than the side elevational view of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a partial cross sectional view on an en 

larged scale taken along line 1II——1II of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 4 is a top plan view on a guide rail of the 

seat with the securing brackets thereof; and 7 
FIGURE 5 is a schematic side elevational view illus 

trating the intermediate frame in accordance with the 
present invention together with its securing means at the 
vehicle ?oor and also indicating in dash and dot lines a 
part. of the seat resting on the intermediate frame. 

Referring now to FIGURES 1 and 2 of the drawing 
wherein like reference numerals are used throughout the 
various views to designate like parts, the seat cushion 10 
and the backrest 11 of the seat are suspended in a frame 
generally designated by reference numeral 12 which essen 
tially consists of the angularly shaped or sectionally 
shaped lateral parts 14 reinforced at the rims thereof by 
?anges 13 and of the cross rails 15 and 16 connecting 
the lateral parts 14 in front and in the rear thereof. The 
parts 14, 15 and 16 are preferably made of sheet metal 
by appropriate pressing or stamping and are Welded to 
gether. The seat cushion 10 and the backrest 11 are each 
provided on both sides with lateral pins 17 projecting 
therefrom by means of which they rest pivotally in bearing 
brackets 18 arranged on the inside of the lateral parts 14 
and open toward the top. - 
At the rear end of the seat cushion 10 and at the lower 

end of the backrest 11, one transverse shaft 19 is rotatably 
supported in bands 20 rolled of band steel and angularly 
bent which are suitably secured at the seat cushion 10 
and backrest 11, respectively. The shafts 19 project on 
both sides through elongated elliptically shaped slots 21 
in the lateral parts 14 and are provided at the ends there 
of with turning knobs or handles 22. The shafts 19 en 
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gage by means of gear or pinion drive means 23, for ex- \ 
ample, of the mangle wheel type, which are arranged on 
shafts, into short toothed segments 24 which are securely 
arranged within the area of the slots 21 on the inside of 
the lateral parts 14. During rotation of the shafts 19 by 
means of the handles or knobs 22, the respective tooth 
means 23 rolls off along the corresponding toothed seg 
ment 24 and thereby changes the inclination of the seat 
cushion 10 or backrest 11, respectively, by pivoting there 
of about the pins 17 in the desired manner. By reason 
of the self-locking feature of such pinion drive means, 
which may be of any known conventional construction, 
any position of the seat cushion 10 or backrest 11, once 
adjusted, remains automatically the same as long as the 
knobs 22 are not rotated. 

Sliding rails 25 are secured at the lower ?anges 13 of 
the lateral parts 14 which are slidingly guided in a known 
manner on the guide rails 27 arranged in the longitudinal 
direction at the vehicle ?oor 26 and of essentially U-shaped 
cross section. The seat is illustrated in FIGURE 1 of the 
drawing in its center position. It may be adapted over a 
relatively wide range by displacement on the guide rails 
27 toward the front or rear to the prevailing requirements. 
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4 1 
In order to hold the seat in the desired position, a detent 
rail 28 is slidingly guided in at least one of the guide rails 
27 which detent rail is provided at its upper and lower - 
edge with reinforcing ?anges 29 and 30. The detent rail 
28 is provided in its upright web portion 31 with a longi 
tudinal slot 32 which is enlarged at approximately equal 
distances into a series of detent apertures 33. The upper 
?ange 29 of the detent rail 28 is provided in the, longi-. 
tudinal center thereof with a cut-out or aperture 34 into 
which engages a locking lever 36 under the effect of a. 
spring 37; the lever 36 is pivotally supported in the trans 
verse direction at 35 on the lateral part 14 of the seat 
disposed thereabove (FIGURE 3). The approximately 
S-shaped curved locking lever 36, projecting with its han~ 
dle part 38 su?iciently farout of the seat, is extended 
through an aperture 39 open in the downward direction 
and provided in the lateral part 14 over to the inside , 
thereof and projects with its engaging end 41 reinforced 
at 40 from above through an aperture 42 in the sliding 
rail 25 into the aperture 34 of the detent rail 28. As a 
result, thereof, the detent rail 28 is positively coupled with 
the lateral part 14 of the seat and vpartakes in the longi 
tudinal displacements thereof provided the locking lever 
36 is not upwardly pivoted against the effect of the spring 
37 out of the cut-out 34. 
The respective position of the detent rail 28 and there, 

with of the entire seat within or on the guide rail 27 is 
determined by a locking or securing bolt generally desig 
nated by reference numeral 43 (FIGURES 2 and 3) which 
is supported longitudinally displaceably in mutually 
aligned apertures provided in the guide rail 27 and in a 
box-shaped sheet metal bracketv 44 secured on, the inside 
thereof. The securing bolt 43 is normally kept in the lock 
ing position thereof illustrated in FIGURE 3 by a com 
pression spring 46 placed over its reduced shaft portion, 
45. By pressing manually on the actuating knob 47 pro» 
jecting out of the guide rail 27, the bolt 43 ‘can be dis-, 
placed inwardly against the ‘effect of the spring. 46 to 
such an extent that it enters with, its reduced section 148, ‘ 
i.e. having a reduced diametric dimension into the slot 
32 of the detent rail 28. The seat together with the detent 
rail 28 can then be displaced in they longitudinaldirec 
~tion until the bolt 43 again engages with its larger center ‘ 
portion 49 under the effect of the spring 46 into one of 
the detent apertures 33 of the rail 28.‘ This engagement 
is facilitated by the conical transition 50 between the parts; - 
48 and 49 of the bolt 43. 
The aforedescribed manner of the longitudinal displace-. ‘ 

ment of the seat-together with the detent rail 28 is used 
each time when the seat is to be brought for longer periods! 1 
of time into a predetermined position matched, ‘for exam-9 
ple,_ to the body size of the driver or to a tra?ic‘ condition: , 
lasting for a longer period of time. However, if it is only ‘ 
a_ question to displace the seat for a short period of time: 
either forwardly or rearwardly, for example, in order to 
facilitate to the driver the boarding or leaving or to per--‘ 
mit the undertaking of some repair work below the seat,. 
then the locking lever 36 is simply pivoted at its handle 
part 38 in the counterclockwise direction (FIGURE 3) 
until its engaging end 41 leaves 
detent rail 28. The seat can then be displaced any suitable 
distance forwardly or rearwardly 
and if so desired, can also be removed completely out 
of the guide rails 27. 

This type of seat displacement offers the advantage that 
one can bring the seat thereafter back into the pre-existing 
position without having to pay special attention, in which . 
the locking lever 36 under the effect of the spring 37 auto 
matically engages again into the aperture 34 of the detent 
rail 28. In order that this be possible, the engaging end 
41 of the locking lever 36 has to be lifted somewhat as 
soon as the lever 36 arrives within the area of the detent ' 
rail 28. For that purpose, the upper ?ange 29‘of the - 
detent rail 28, as can be seen from FIGURE 1, is so con 
structed that it has two end portions which slightly slant 

the cut-out 34 of the 

without the detent rail 28 ‘ 
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downwardly toward both ‘ends from a longitudinal center 
portion of the detent rail 28. 
For the purpose of the readily detachable securing or 

fastening of the guide rails 27 and therewith of the entire 
seat at the vehicle ?oor 26, box-shaped steel metal 
brackets 44 and 51 (FIGURE 4) are welded to each guide 
rail 27 on the inside thereof, i.e., below the seating sur 
face. The vehicle ?oor 26 is reinforced at the securing 
places of the seat by means of sectional rails 57 extending 
below the brackets 44 and 51 and parallel to the guide 
rails 27. 
The rear brackets 51 are provided in the bottom por 

tions 58 thereof with elongated apertures 59 which pass 
over at the rear end thereof into a large circular aper 
ture 60. The bracket 51 may be emplaced and assem 
bled by means of these circular apertures 60 on mush 
room-shaped securing parts 61 (best seen in FIGURE 1) 
which extend with the shank portion 62 thereof through 
the vehicle floor 26 and are connected with the respec 
tive reinforcing rail 57 disposed therebelow by riveting 
or welding or in any other suitable manner. The head 
portions 63 of the securing parts 61 project out of the 
vehicle ?oor 26 for such a distance that the brackets 51 
after emplacement on the securing parts 61 may be 
slipped with the smaller ends of the elongated apertures 
59 thereof below the head portion 63. 
As described above and best seen in FIGURES 1, 2, 

and 3, the securing bolt 43 is supported in one of the 
forward brackets 44 which securing bolt is to prevent an 
unintentional longitudinal displacement of the seat. For 
that purpose, the forward brackets 44 are each provided 
on the inner longitudinal sides thereof with an upwardly 
projecting bearing eye 52. The securing apertures 54 
provided in the bottom 53 thereof serve for threaded bolts 
55 to be extended therethrough which are extended 
through corresponding apertures in the vehicle ?oor 26 
and are threaded into welded-on nuts 56 arranged below 
the rails 57. 
For purposes of the safe securing of the seat onto the 

vehicle ?oor 26, it is therefore only necessary to place 
the rear brackets 51 over the securing parts 61, to dis 
place the seat or guide rails slightly toward the rear and 
to screw the threaded bolts 55 into the welded-on nuts 
56. The disengagement or removal of the seat takes 
place equally simply in reverse manner. 

If the seat is intended for a vehicle which is used, in 
addition to being used as transporting means for human 
beings and goods, also as equipment carried for agricul 
tural purposes, for the forestry, for the road and high— 
way construction and the like, it happens frequently that 
the driver, for example, in order to be able to supervise 
su?iciently and operate adequately equipment arranged 
at the forward vehicle end during their operation, ‘has to 
assume for longer periods of time a body position which 
differs completely from that during normal driving posi 
tion. In order to protect the driver also in this case 
against excessively rapid fatigue, the following further 
measures is provided according to the present invention 
in addition to the already described far-reaching adjust 
ability of the seat in the longitudinal direction and in 
the inclination of the seat cushion and backrest. 
As illustrated in FIGURE 5, an intermediate frame, 

carried along in the vehicle, may be inserted between 
the vehicle ?oor 26 and the seat in case of- need in a 
simple manner, by means of which the seat receives a 
considerably higher and more inclined position than with 
its direct securing at the vehicle ?oor. The intermediate 
frame is constituted by two trapezoidally shaped frames 
generally designated by reference numeral 65 consisting 
of mutually welded angle or sectional steel rails 66, 67, 
68 and 69 which can be assembled parallel to each other 
in the plane of the associated securing means 56, 61 and 
which can be connected with the .guide rails 27 as well 
as with the vehicle ?oor 26 in a readily and rapidly de 
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6 
tachable manner. For purposes of the assembly and for 
purposes of reinforcement, the intermediate frames 65 
may also be connected with each other by appropriate 
cross pieces (not illustrated). However, the intermediate 
frames, when separate from each other, can be more 
readily stowed away in the vehicle in case of non-use. 

It is essential that the frames 65 of the intermediate 
frame are secured at the vehicle ?oor Z6 and at the guide 
rails 27 of the seat by the same rapid connecting means 
With which the seat was previously anchored directly at 
the vehicle floor 26. Accordingly, there are arranged at 
the horizontal leg portions 70 of the upper angle or sec 
tional rail 66 a welded-on nut 56’ and a mushroom 
shaped securing part 61' at exactly the same distance 
from each other as the corresponding parts 56 and 61 at 
the vehicle floor. The same is also true of the securing 
apertures or slots 54', 59’ in the horizontal leg portions 
71 of the lower sectional rail 68 of the frame. 
For purposes of inserting the intermediate frame be 

tween the seat and the vehicle ?oor, it is therefore only 
necessary to pivot the cushion 10 in the direction of the 
arrow 72 about the cross shaft 19, to unscrew the thread 
ed bolts 55 disposed therebelow out of the nuts 56 and 
to pull the seat slightly toward the front until it can be 
readily lifted with its rear brackets 51 from the mush 
room-shaped securing parts 61. After removal of the 
seat, the frames 65 of the intermediate frame can be con 
nected in its place in an equally simple manner with the 
vehicle ?oor 26 and the seat including its guide rails 25 
can now be secured with the same means on the upper 
sectional rail 66 of the frame 65. 
A further advantage of the arrangement of the inter 

mediate frame described above resides in the fact that 
by the insertion thereof between the seat and the vehicle 
?oor, none of the other favorable adjusting possibilities 
of the seat are lost. Consequently, the seat can be dis 
placed in its raised position, as before, in its longitudinal 
direction as well as may be changed as heretofore in the 
inclination of the seat cushion and of its backrest. 
While we have shown and described one embodiment 

in accordance with the present invention, it is understood 
that the same is not liamited thereto but is susceptible of 
numerous changes and modi?cations as known to a person 
skilled in the art, and we therefore do not wish to be 
limited to the details shown and described herein but 
intend to cover all such changes and modi?cations as 
are encompassed by the scope of the appended’ claims. 
We claim: 
1. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 

mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means on said frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction includ 
ing guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
?oor and sliding rail means slidably guided within 
said guide rail means and secured at the lower edge 
of the seat frame means, 

ra-pid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

and intermediate frame means having upper and lower 
edge portions adapted to be selectively interposed 
between the guide rail means and the vehicle floor, 
said itermediate frame means being provided at the 
lower edge thereof with aperture means for the 
rapid detachable connecting means arranged at the 
vehicle ?oor, and being provided at the upper edge 
thereof with rapid securing means corresponding in 
construction and arrangement to the rapid detach 
able connecting means at the vehicle ?oor. 

2. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 
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seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means on said frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 5 curing bolt means securely arranged near one end ‘ 
floor and sliding rail means slidably guided within of the seat at the vehicle floor and at the upper leg , 
said guide rail means and secured at the lower edge portion of the intermediate frame means and elon 
of the seat frame means, , gated aperture means enlarged at one end thereof: 

rapid detachable connecting means for readily and which cooperate with the securing bolt means and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 10 Which are arranged at the lower edge of the guide 
at the vehicle ?oor, rail means and of the intermediate frame means, and i 

and intermediate frame means having upper and lower on the other, nut means securely arranged near the , 
edge portions adapted to be selectively interposed other end of the seat at the vehicle ?oor and at the 
between the guide rail means and the vehicle floor, upper leg portion of the intermediate frame means 
said intermediate frame means being provided at 15 and further aperture means arranged at the bottom 
the lower edge thereof with aperture means for the 
rapid detachable connecting means arranged at the 
vehicle ?oor, and being provided at the upper edge 
thereof with rapid securing means corresponding in 
construction and arrangement to the rapid detach 
able connecting means at the vehicle floor, 

said intermediate frame means including a quadrangu 
lar sectional steel frame on each side of the seat, 
the upper leg portion of the sectional steel frame 
sloping downwardly slightly toward the front. 

3. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
?oor and sliding rail means guided within said guide 
rail means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means, 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 40 are arranged at the lower edge of the guide rail 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on means’ and oh the other, But means Securely ar 
the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se_ ranged near the other seat end of the vehicle frame 
curing bolt means securely arranged near one end of and further ‘aperture {heahs arranged at the ‘bottom 
the seat means at the vehicle ?oor and elongated edge _Of the gulde _1'a11 {means for the insertion of 
aperture means enlarged at one end thereof which 45 securmg bolts engaging Wlth the hut means, . 
cooperate with the Securing bolt means and which and box-shaped sheet metal bracket means having bot 
are arranged at the lower edge of the guide rail tom pc‘mohS and open tqward_the top which are 
means, and on the other, nut means securely arranged laterahX “cured at the glllde Fall means and Which 
heal- the {,ther Seat end of the vehicle frame and contain mthe bottom portions the elongated aperture , 
further aperture means arranged at the bottom edge 50 means and the further aperture means 

tion and arrangement to the rapid detachable con- ‘ 
necting means at the vehicle floor, 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on , 
the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se 

edge of the guide rail means and of the intermediate 
frame means for the insertion of securing bolts en 
gaging with the nut means. 

5. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
20 mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle floor, com 
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35 

prising: 
seat frame means having lower edge portion, cushion‘ ‘ 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 1 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the, seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including ‘ 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle , 
floor ‘and sliding rail means guided within said guide 
rail means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 1 
frame means, 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and ‘ 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide‘rail means at 1 
the vehicle ?oor, 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on ‘ 
the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se 
curing bolt means securely arranged near one end 
of the seat means at the vehicle floor and elongated , 
aperture means enlarged at one end thereof which , 
cooperate with the securing bolt means and which 

of the guide rail means for the insertion of securing 
bolts engaging with the nut means. 

4. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com~ 

mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 

6. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com- ‘ 

prising: 
seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means on said frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle floor 
and sliding rail means slidably guided within said 
guide rail means and secured at the lower edge of 
the seat frame means, 

rapid detachable connecting means for readily ‘and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

and intermediate frame means having upper and lower 
edge portions adapted to be selectively interposed 
between the guide rail means and the vehicle ?oor, 
said intermediate frame means being provided at the 
lower edge thereof ‘with aperture means for the rapid 
detachable connecting means arranged at the vehicle 
?oor, and being provided at the upper edge thereof 
with rapid securing means corresponding in construe 
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means and backrest means on said frame means, 
longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the, seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including . 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle ?oor, 
‘and sliding rail means slidably guided within said 
guide rail means and secured at the lower edge of 
the seat frame means, 

rapid detachable connecting means for readily and rap 
idly detachable connecting the guide rail means at 
the vehicle ?oor, 

and intermediate frame means having upper and lower 
edge portions adapted to be selectively interposed 
between the guide rail means and the vehicle ?oor, 
said intermediate frame means being provided at the 
lower edge thereof with aperture means for the rapid 
detachable connecting means arranged atthe vehicle 
?oor, and being provided at the upper edge thereof 
with rapid securing means corresponding in construc~ 
tion and arrangement to the rapid detachable con 
necting means at the vehicle ?oor, 



the rapid detachable connecting means including, on' 
the one hand, approximately mushroom-‘shaped se 
curing bolt means securely arranged‘near one end of 
the seat at the vehicle ?oor and at the upper leg 
portion of the intermediate frame means and elon 
gated aperture means enlarged at one end thereof 
which cooperate with the securing bolt means and 
which are arranged at the lower'edge of the guide 
rail means and of the intermediate frame means, 
and, on the other, nut means securely arranged near 
the other end of the seat at the vehicle floor and at 
the upper leg portion of the intermediate frame 
means ‘and further aperture means arranged at the 
bottom edge of the guide rail means and of the inter 
mediate frame means for the insertion of securing 
bolts engaging with the nut means, 

and box-shaped sheet metal bracket means having bot 
tom portions and open toward the top which are 
laterally secured at the guide rail means and which 
contain in the respective bottom portions the elon 
gated aperture means and the further aperture means. 

7. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for ‘adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
?oor and sliding rail means guided Within said guide 
rail means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means. 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, ' 

at least one of said guide rail means being of essentially 
U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
longitudinally displaceably guided within said one 
guide r-ail means, 

said detent rail means being provided with detent aper 
tures, 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
to the detent rail means :and supported within said 
guide rail means for engagement in said detent 
apertures. ' 

8. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
?oor and sliding rail means guided within said guide 
rail means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means, 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

at least one of said guide ,rail means being of essentially 
U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
longitudinally displaceably guided within said one 
guide rail means, 

said detent rail means being provided with’ detent aper~ 
tures, 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
to the detent rail means and supported within said 
guide rail means for engagement in said detent 
apertures, 

said detent rail means being provided with a lonitudinal 
slot which is enlarged at approximately equal spac~ 
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10 
ings into a series of detent apertures for said securing 
bolt. 

9. An' adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and‘ backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means- for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal‘ direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the Vehicle 
?oor and sliding rail means guided within said guide 
rail means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means, 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

:at least one of said guide rail means being of essentially 
U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
longitudinally displaceably guided within said one 
guide rail means, 

said detent rail means being provided with detent aper 
tures, 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
to the detent rail means and supported within said 
guide rail means for engagement in said detent ap 
ertures, 

said detent rail means being provided with a longitudi 
nal shot which is enlarged at approximately equal 
spacings into a series of detent apertures for said 
securing bolt, 

and spring means spring-loading said securing bolt, 
said securing bolt being longitudinally displaceably 
supported in the guide rail means against the effect 
of the spring means, said securing bolt having a cen 
ter part of ‘relatively greater diameter for engage 
ment into the detent apertures and a relatively 
smaller diametric section connected with the center 
part, the diameter of said reduced section correspond 
ing approximately to the width of the longitudinal 
slot of said detent rail means. 

10. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a Vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
?oor and sliding rail means guided within said guide 
rail means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means, 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

box-shaped sheet metal bracket means open toward the 
top which have upright walls means and are later 
ally secured at the guide rail means, , 

at least one of said guide rail means being of essentially 
U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
longitudinally displaceably guided within said one 
guide rail means, 

said detent rail means being provided with detent aper 
tures, 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
to the detent rail means and supported Within said 
guide rail means for engagement in said detent ap 
ertures, 

said detent rail means being provided with a longtiudi 
nal slot which is enlarged at approximately equal 
spacings into a series of detent apertures for said 
securing bolt, 
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and spring means spring-loading said securing bolt, said 
securing bolt being longitudinally displaceably sup 
ported in the guide rail means against the effect of 
the spring means, said securing bolt having a center 
part of relatively greater diameter for engagement 
into the detent apertures and a relatively smaller 
diametn'c section connected with the center part by 
a conically tapered transition portion, the diameter 
of said reduced section corresponding approximately 
to the Width of the longitudinal slot of said detent 
rail means, 

5 

10 

the securing bolt means being arranged within the area a 
of a forward bracket means formed by a respective 
guide rail means, and being additionally supported in 
the upright lateral wall means of the box-shaped 
bracket means. 

11. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com~ 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

' longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally'secured at the vehicle ?oor 
and sliding rail means guided within said guide rail 
means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means, 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

at least one of said guide rail means being of essentially 
‘U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
longitudinally displaceably guided within ‘said one 
guide rail means, 

said detent rail means being provided with detent ap 
ertures, 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
to the detent rail means .and supported within said 
guide rail means for engagement in said detent aper 
tures, 

and readily detachable connecting means readily de-' 
tachably connecting said detent rail means ‘with a 
lateral part of the seat frame means. 

12. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat forcom 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
?oor and sliding rail means guided within said guide 
rail means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means. . 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

at least one of said guide railmeans being of essentially 
U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
longitudinally displ'aceably guided Within said one 
guide rail means, 

said detent rail means being provided with detent ap 
ertures, 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
to the detent rail means and supported within said 
guide rail means for engagement in said detent aper 
tures, 

and readily detachable connecting means readily de 
tachably connecting said detent rail means with a 
lateral part of the seat frame means including dou 
ble-armed locking lever means pivotally supported 
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12, 
at the seat frame means against the effect of a spring, 
said locking lever means projecting with one 'arm 
thereof laterally beyond the seat frame means and 
engaging with the other arm thereof into an aperture , 
provided in the detent rail means. 

13. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com— 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion,‘ cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat ‘ 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat‘: 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle ?oor 
and sliding rail means guided Within said guide rail 
means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means, 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

at least one of said guide rail means being of essentially 
U-shaped cross section open toward the top. 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
longitudinally displaceably guided within said one 
guide rail means, 

said detent rail means being provided ‘with detent‘aper 
tures, 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
to the detent rail means and supported withinsaid 
guide rail means for engagement in said detent ap 
ertures, 

and readily detachable connecting means ‘readily de 
tachably connecting said detent rail means with a 
lateral part of the seat frame means including dou-, 
hie-armed locking lever means pivotally supported‘ 
at the seat frame means against the e?ect of a spring, 
said locking lever means projecting with one arm 
thereof laterally beyond the seat frame means and 
engaging with the other arm thereof into an aperture 
provided in the detent rail means. 7 

said locking lever means being of essentially ‘S-shape 
and extending said other arm through an aperture 
provided in the sliding rail means from above into 
‘the aperture of the detent rail means. 

14. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, 
comprising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat, 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including, 
guide rail means normally secured ‘at the vehicle ?oor 
and sliding rail means guided within said guide rail 
means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means, 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

at least one of said guide rail means being of essentially 
U-shaped cross section open toward the top, ' 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
lonigtudinally displ-aceably guided within said one , 
guide means, 

said detent rail means being provided with detent aper 
tures, 

- and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
to the detent rail means and supported Within said 
guide rail means for engagement in said detent aper~ 
tures, 

the upper edge of the detent rail means being rein» 
forced by ?ange means having end portions sloping 
downwardly toward both ends from the longitudinal 
center portion thereof. 
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ture provided in the sliding rail means from above 
into the aperture of the detent rail means, 

the upper edge of the detent rail means being rein 
forced by ?ange means sloping downwardly toward 

13 
15. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 

mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means ‘and backrest means supported on said seat 5 both ends from the longitudinal center thereof. 
frame means, ‘ 16. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including prising: 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
?oor and slide means guided within said guide rail 10 means and backrest means supported on said seat 
means and secured at the lower edge of the seat frame frame means, ‘ 
means, longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
at the vehicle ?oor, 15 ?oor and sliding rail means guided within said guide 

box-shoped sheet metal bracket means open toward the rail means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
top which have upright wall means and are laterally frame means, 
secured at the guide rail means, and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 

‘at least one of said guide rail means being of essentially rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 20 at the vehicle ?oor, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and The rapid detachable connecting means including, on 
longitudinally displaceably guided within said one the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se 
guide rail means, curing bolt means securely arranged near one end 

said detent rail means being provided with detent aper- of the seat means at the vehicle floor and elongated 
tures, 25 aperture means enlarged at one end thereof which 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely cooperate with the securing bolt means and which 
to the detent rail means and supported within said are arranged at the lower edge of the guide rail 
guide rail means for engagementinsaid detent aper- means, and on the other, nut means securely ar 
tures, ranged near the other seat end of the vehicle frame 

said detent rail means being provided with a longitudi- 30 and further aperture means arranged at the bottom 
nal slot which is enlarged at approximately equal edge of the guide rail means for the insertion of 
spacings into a series of detent apertures for said securing bolts engaging with the nut means, 
securing bolt, and box-shaped sheet metal bracket means having bot 

and spring means spring-loading said securing bolt, tom portions and open toward the top which are 
said securing bolt being longitudinally displaceably 35 laterally secured at the guide rail means and which 
supported in the guide rail means against the effect contain in the bottom portions the elongated aper 
of the spring means, said securing bolt having a cen- ture means and the further aperture means, 
tel‘ Part Of relatively greater diameter for ehgage- vat least one of said guide rail means being of essentially 
ment into the detent apertures and a relatively U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 
smaller diametric section connected with the center 4-0 detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
part by a conically tapered transition porti011, the longitudinally displaceably guided within said one 
diameter of said reduced section corresponding ap- guide rail means, 
Pl'oxithately t0 the Width of the longitudinal slot of said detent rail means being provided with detent ap 
said detent rail means, the securing bolt means be- ertures, 
ing arranged Within the area of a forward bracket 45 and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
means formed by a respective guide Iail means, and to the detent rail means and supported in said guide 
being additionally supported in the upright lateral rail means for engagement in said detent apertures, 
Wall means of the box-Shaped bracket means, the said detent rail means being provided with a longitudi 
upper edge of the detent rail means being reinforced nal Slot which is enlarged at approximately- equal 
byr?ahge means having ends PettiehS sloping d'I’WII- 5O spacings into a series of detent apertures for said 
wardly toward both ends from the longitudinal cen- securing bolt, 
tel‘ Portion thereof, the effect of the Spring means, spring means spring-loading said securing bolt, said 
said securing bolt having a center part of relatively securing ‘bolt being 1ongitudina11y displaceably sup 
greater diameter tel” engagement into the detent ported in the guide rail means against the effect of 
apertures and a relatively Smaller diamettie Section 55 the spring means, said securing bolt having a central 
Conneeted With the Center Part by a eehieally tapered part of relatively greater diameter engaging into the 
transition poftioh, the diameter of Sald reduced Sec‘ detent apertures and a relatively smaller diametric 
tioh eol'respPhdmg 'aP-PmPmatdY to_ the Wldth of section connected with the central part by a conically 
the lohgihdtlhal Slot of s'ald detent rall'mfiansr tapered portion, the diameter of said reduced section 

the Securing bolt means bemg arranged wlthm the area 60 corresponding approximately to the width of the lon 
of a forward bracket means formed by a respective gitudinal Slot of Said detent rail means’ 
guide Tail means, and being additionally supported in the securing bolt being arranged within the area of a 
the hplight lateral Wall means of the hex-Shaped forward bracket means formed by a respective guide 
‘bracket means, _ rail means, and being additionally supported in the 

and readlly detachable eohheetlhg means readily de- 65 upright lateral wall means of the box-shaped bracket 
tachably connecting said detent rail means with a means, 
lateral Part of _the Seat frame theahs including (1011- 17. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
ble-armed locking level‘ means PIVOtaHY SHPPOI'teQ1 at mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
the seat frame means agamst the e?Fect of a spring, prising ' 
sald lheklhg lever means proleetihg With one ‘arm 70 seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
thereof laterally beyond the Seat ‘heme means and means and backrest means supported on said seat 
engaging with the other arm thereof into an aperture frame means, 
provided in the detent rail means, longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 

said locking lever means being of essentially S-shape means in the vehicle longitudinal direction includ 
and extending with said other arm through an aper- 75 ing guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
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?oor and sliding rail means guided within said guide 
rail means and secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means, 

and rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 

16‘ 
corresponding approximately to the width of the 
longitudinal slot of said detent rail means, 

the securing bolt being arranged within the area of a 
forward bracket means formed by a respective guide 

rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail, means 5 rail means, and being additionally supported in :the 
at the vehicle ?oor, upright lateral wall means of the box-shaped bracket 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on means, 
the onehand, approximately mushroom-shaped se- and readily diseng'ageable connecting means readily 
curing bolt means securely arranged near one end disengageably connecting said detent rail means with 
of the seat means at the vehicle ?oor and elongated 10 ‘a lateral Part of the Seat frame means including d0“ 
aperture means enlarged at one end thereof which tile-armed locking lever means pivotally supported 
cooperate with the securing bolt means and which at the seat frame means against the effect of a spring, 
are arranged at the lower edge of the guide rail said locking lever means projecting with one ‘arm 
means, and on the other, nut means securely ar- thereof laterally beyond the seat frame means and 

' ranged near the other seat end of the vehicle frame 15 engaging With the other arm thereof into an aperture 
and further aperture means arranged at the bottom Provided in the detent rail means, > 
edge of the guide rail means for the insertion of said locking lever means being of essentially S-shape 
Securing bolts. engaging with the nut means, and extending with said other arm through an aper 

and readily disengageable connecting means readily ‘ tllre Provided in the Sliding rail means from above 
disengageably connecting said detent rail means with 20 into the aperture Of the detent rail means. 
a lateral part of the seat frame means. 19. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 

mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: . 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 

18. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle floor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 25 means and backrest means Supported 011 Said ‘Seat 
means and backrest means supported on said seat frame means, 
frame means, longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 

longitudinal ?djllsltllng means dforl adjusting the seat means In lthe vehicle longliltudinal digectior;1 incluliiirig means int c ve icle longitu ina irection inc u ing gui e rai means norma y secure at t e ve ice 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 30 rail floor and sliding rail means slidably guided 
?oor and sliding rail means guided within said guide within said guide rail means and secured at the lower ‘ 
rail means and secured at the lower edge of the edge of the seat frame means, 

sleat frgnée melimlsi _ f d 1 d rapid1 ldet‘eiichatlalebfonnecting mearils for réaadily1 and ra an rapi etac a e connecting means or rea iy an p1 y etac a connecting t e gui e rai means 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 35 at the vehicle ?dlor, 
at the vehicle ?oor, and intermediate frame means adapted to be selectively 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on interposed between the guide rail means and the 
the one hand, approximately mushigloom-shaped se- vehicle floor, said intermediate frame means being 
curing bolt means secure y arrange near one end provided at the lower edge thereof with‘aperture 
of the seat means at the vehicle ?oor and elongated 40 means for’ the rapid detachable connecting arranged , 
aperture means enIargedDat one end thereof which at the vehicle floor, and being provided at the ‘upper 
cooperate with the securing bolt means and which edge thereof with rapid securing means correspond- ‘ 
are arranggd at {he ltilwer edge 0f the gmdle fall ing in construction and arrangement to the rapid de 
meahs, all 011 t e 0t e1‘, ntlt means secure 3’ 31‘- tachable securing means at the vehicle ?oor, 
rehgeid hear the other Seat end of the vehl‘cle frame 45 , the rapid detachable connecting means including, on 
agd “11bit aperture {nean§ arranged at_the bfmom the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se 
6 ge Pf; {it gulde Fall {Tags for the msemon of curing bolt means securely arranged near one end of ‘ 
secunng o S engaging Wlt t e nut means" . the seat at the vehicle ?oor and at the upper leg por 

and box-shaped sheet metal bracket means having bot- t- - - 
. . 1011 of the intermediate frame means and elongated 

tom portions and open toward the top which are 50 rtur e e m d t d th f h. h 
laterally secured at the guide rail means and which ape grills h arge .a in? en ereod which 
contain in the bottom portions the elongated aperture coopera e wlt t e Secunng 0': means an _ w 1c, 
means and the further aperture means, are arranged at the lower edge of the guide rail 

at least one of said guide rail means being of essentially means and of the Intermediate frame means’ and 
U_shaped cross section open toward the top, 55 on the other, nut means securely arranged near the 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and other end of the Seat at the Vehlele ?oor and at the 
longitudinally displaceably guided within said one upper leg POrtiOh 0f the intermediate frame means 
guide. rail means, and further aperture means arranged at the bottom 

said detent rail means being provided with detent aper- edge of the guide rail means and of the intermediate 
tures, 60 frame means for the insertion of securing boltsen 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transversely gaging with the nut means, - 
t0_the detent r311 means arld_ sllphorted 111 581d gulde at least one of said guide rail means 'being of essentially 
rail means for engagement in said detent apertures, U_Shaped cross section open toward the top’ 

531d ‘lietlent rag, lllliefms 516mg Provlded W1t_h a lti'nglmdli detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
na .sot ‘iv 1c 18 6. arged at approxlmatey equ? 65 longitudinally displaceably guided within said one 
spacings mto a series of detent apertures for said - - 

. guide ra1l means, 
Securmg bolt’ said detent rail means bein rovided with detent‘a er spring means spring-loading said securing bolt, said se- t g p p 
curing bolt being longitudinally displaceably sup- mes’ _ 1 d. . I 
ported in the guide rail means against the e?ect of 70 and a securing bot exten ing substantially transverse y 
the spring means, said securing bolt having a central 
part of relatively greater diameter engaging into the 
detent apertures and a relatively smaller diametric 
section connected with the central part by a conically 
tapered portion, the diameter of said reduced section 

to the detent rail means and supported in said guide 
rail means for engagement in said detent apertures. 

20. An adjustable seat, especially driver seatsfor com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor,.com 

75 prising: 
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seat frame’ means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, _ 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally‘ secured at the vehicle 
{?oor and Sliding rail means slidably guided within 
said guide rail means and secured at the lower edge 
of the seat frame means, 

rapid detachable connecting means for readily and ra 
pidly detachably connecting the guide rail means at 
the vehicle ?oor, 

and intermediate frame means adapted to be selectively 
interposed between the guide rail means and the ve 
hicle ?oor, said intermediate frame means being 
provided at the lower edge thereof with aperture 
means for the rapid detachable connecting means 
arranged at the vehicle ?oor, and being provided at 
the upper edge thereof with rapid securing means 
corresponding in construction and arrangement to 
the rapid detachable securing means at the vehicle 
?oor, 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on 
the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se 
curing bolt means securely arranged near one end 
of the seat at the vehicle ?oor and at the upper 
leg portion of the intermediate frame means and 
elongated aperture means enlarged at one end 
thereof which cooperate with the securing bolt means 
and which are arranged at the lower edge of the 
guide rail means and of the intermediate frame 
means, and on the other, nut means securely ar 
ranged near the other end of the seat at the vehicle 
floor and at the upper leg portion of the intermedi 
ate frame means and further aperture means ar 
ranged at the bottom edge of the guide rail means 
and of the intermediate frame means for the inser 
tion ‘of securing bolts engaging with the nut means, 

and readily disengageable connecting means readily 
disengageably connecting said detent means with a 
lateral part of the seat frame means. 

21. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle floor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
?oor and sliding ‘rail means slidably guided within 
said guide rail means and secured at the lower edge 
of the seat frame means, 

rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle floor, 

and intermediate frame means adapted to be selec 
tively interposed between the guide rails means and 
the vehicle ?oor, said intermediate frame means being 
provided at the lower edge thereof with aperture 
means for the rapid detachable connecting means ar 
ranged at the vehicle ?oor, and being provided at 
the upper edge thereof with rapid securing means 
corresponding in construction and arrangement to 
the rapid detachable securing means at the vehicle 
floor, 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on 
the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se 
curing bolt means securely arranged near one end 
of the seat at the vehicle ?oor and at the upper leg 
portion of the intermediate frame means and elon 
gated aperture means enlarged at one end thereof 
which cooperate with the securing bolt means and 
which are arranged at the lower edge of the guide 
rail means and of the intermediate frame means, and 
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18 
on the other, nut means securely arranged near the 
other end of the seat at the vehicle ?oor and at 
the upper leg portion of the intermediate frame 
means and further aperture means arranged at the 
bottom edge of the guide rail means and of the inter 
mediate frame means for the insertion of securing 
bolts engaging with the nut means, _ _ 

at least one of said guide rail means being of essen 
tially U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
longitudinally displaceably guided within said one 
guide rail means, 7 ' 

said detent rail means being provided with detent aper 
tures, , 

and a securing bolt extending substantially transverse 
ly to the detent rail means and supported in said 
guide rail means for engagement in said detent aper 
tures, 

and readily disengageable connecting means readily dis 
engageably connecting _ said detent means with a 
lateral part of the seat frame means. 

22. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat‘ for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle ?oor 
and sliding rail means slidably guided within said 
guide rail means and secured at the lower edge of 
the seat frame means, 

rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle floor, 

and intermediate frame means adapted to be selectively 
interposed between the guide rail means ‘and the ve 
hicle ?oor, said intermediate frame means being pro~ 
vided at the lower edge thereof with aperture means 
for the rapid detachable connecting means arranged 
at the vehicle ?oor, and being provided ‘at the upper 
edge thereof with rapid securing means correspond 
ing in construction and arrangement to the rapid de 
tachable securing means at the vehicle ?oor, t 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on 
the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se 
curing bolt means securely arranged near one end of 
the seat at the vehicle floor and at the upper leg 
portion of the intermediate frame means and .elon 
gated aperture means enlarged at one end, thereof 
which cooperate with the securing boltimeans and 
which are arranged at the‘ lower edge of the guide 
rail means and of the intermediate framev means, 
and on the other, nut means securely arranged near 
the other end of the seat'at the vehicle ?oor and at 
the upper leg portion of the intermediate frame 
means and further aperturemeans arranged at the 
bottom edge of the guide’rail means and‘of the inter 
mediate frame means for the insertion of securing 
bolts engaging with the nut means, , 

box-shaped sheet metal bracket means having bottom 
portions and open toward the top which are laterally 
secured at the guide rail means and which contain 
in the respective bottom portions the elongated aper 
ture means and the further aperture means, 

at least one of said guide rail means being of essentially 
U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means. and 
longitudinally displaceably guided within said one 
guide rail means, . 

said detent rail means being provided with detent aper 
tures, and 

a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
to the detent rail means and supported in said guide 
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forcedrby ?ange means havingend portions sloping 
downwardly toward both ends from the longitudinal 
center portion thereof. 

24. An adjustable seat, especially driverseat for com 
5 mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 

prising: , 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

19 
rail means for engagement in said detent apertures, 

said detent rail means being provided with a longi 
tudinal slot which is enlarged at approximately equal 
spacings into a series of detent apertures for said 
securing bolt, 

spring means spring-loading said securing bolt means, 
said securing bolt being longitudinally displaceably 
supported in the guide rail means against the effect 
of the spring means, said securing bolt having a cen~ 
tral part of relatively greater diameter engaging into 10 longitudinal adjusting means .for adjusting the seat 
the detent apertures and a relatively smaller diametric means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
section connected with the central part by a transi- guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle 
tion portion, the diameter of said reduced section ?oor and sliding rail means slidably guided within 
corresponding approximately to the width of the said guide rail means (and secured at the lower edge 
longitudinal slot of said detent ‘rail means, 15 0f the seat frame means, 

the securing bolt being arranged within the area of a ‘rapid detachable connecting means for readily and , 
forward bracket means formed by said guide rail ‘rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means 
means, and being additionally supported in the up- at the vehicle ?oor, and 
right lateral wall means of the box-shaped bracket intermediate frame means adapted to be selectively 
means, 20 interposed between the guide rail means and the ve 

23. ‘An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com- hicle ?oor, said intermediate frame means being pro 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com- vided at the lower edge thereof with aperture means 
prising; for the rapid detachable connecting means arranged 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion at the vehicle ?oor, and being provided at the upper 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 25 edge thereof with rapid securing means correspond~ 
frame means, ing in construction and arrangement to the rapid del 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat tachable securing means at the vehicle ?oor, 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including the rapid detachable connecting means including, on 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle floor the one hand, approximately‘ mushroom-shaped se 
and sliding rail means slidably guided within said 30 curing bolt means securely arranged near one‘ end 
guide rail means and secured at the lower edge of of the seat at the vehicle ?oor and at the upper leg 
the seat frame means, portion of the intermediate frame means and elon 

-rapid detachable connecting means for readily and gated aperture means enlarged at one end thereof 
rapidly detachably connecting the guide rail means which cooperate with the securing bolt means and 
at the vehicle ?oor, and 35 which are arranged at the lower edge of the ‘guide 

intermediate frame means adapted to be selectively rail means and of the intermediate frame means, and 
interposed between the guide rail means and the ve- on the other, nut means securely arranged near the 
hicle ?oor, said intermediate frame means being pro- other end of the seat at the vehicle floor and at the 
vided at the lower edge thereof with aperture means upper leg portion of the intermediate frame means 
for the rapid detachable connecting means arranged 40 and further aperture means arranged at the bottom 
at the vehicle ?oor, and being provided atthe upper edge of the guide rail means and of the intermediate 
edge thereof with rapid securing means correspond- frame means for the insertion of securing bolts en 
ing in construction and arrangement to the rapid de- gaging With the nut means, 
tachable securing means at the vehicle ?oor, box-shaped sheet metal bracket means having bottom 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on 45 portions and open toward the top which are laterally , 
the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se- secured at the guide rail means and which contain in 
curing bolt means securely arranged near one end of the 1'espeetit’e bottom Portions the elongated aperture 
the seat at the vehicle ?oor and at the upper leg por- means and the further aperture means, 
tion of the intermediate frame means and elongated at least ‘one of said guide rail means being of essentially 
aperture means enlarged at one end thereof which 50 U—ShaPed Cross Section Open toward the top, 
cooperate with the securing bolt means and which detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
are arranged at the lower edge ‘of the guide rail means longitudinally displaceably guided Within Said One 
and of the intermediate frame means, and on the guide rail means, 
other, nut means securely arranged near the other said detent rail means being provided with ‘detent aper- ‘ 
end of the seat at the vehicle ?oor and at the upper 55 three, and 
leg poi-tion of the intermediate frame means and fur. a securing bolt extending substantially transversely 
ther aperture means arranged at the bottom edge of to the detent rail means and supported in said guide 
the guide rail means and of the intermediate frame Tail means for engagement in Said detent apertures, 
means for the insertion of securing bolts engaging said detent rail means being provided with a longitue 
With the nut means, and 60 dinal slot which is enlarged at approximately equal 

readily disengageable connecting means readily disen- spacings‘ into a Series Of detent apertures for Said 
gageably connecting said detent means with a lat- Securing bolt, 
eral part of the seat frame means including double- spring means Spring-loading Said Securing bolt means, 
armed locking lever means pivetally Supported at said securing bolt being longitudinally displaceably 
the seat frame means against the effect of a spring, 65 Supported in the guide Tail means against the effect 
said locking lever means projecting with one arm of the Spring means, Said Securing bolt having '8 Cell-i 
thereof laterally beyond the seat frame means and tfal Part of ‘relatively greater diameter engaging into 
engaging with the other arm thereof into an aperture the detent apertures and a relatively smaller diametric 
provided in the detent rail means, section connected with the central part 'by a transi 

‘said locking lever means being of essentially S-shape 70 tion Portion, the diameter of Said reduced section: 
and extending with said other arm through an aper- corresponding approximately to the width ‘of the lon 
ture provided in the sliding rail means of the seat gitlldinal slot Of Said detent rail means, 
from above into the aperture means of the detent the securing bolt being arranged within the area of a 

théagprgzlangage of the date t . v . _ forward bracket means‘ formed by said guide rail 
n rall means being rem- 75 means, and being additionally supported in the up 
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right lateral wall means of the box-shaped bracket 
means, and 

‘readily disengageable connecting means readily dis 
engageably connecting said detent means with a lat 
eral part of the seat frame means including double 
armed locking lever means pivotally supported at the 
:seat frame means against the effect of a spring, said 
locking lever means projecting with one arm thereof 
laterally beyond the seat frame means and engaging 
with the other arm thereof into an aperture provided 
in the detent rail means, 

said locking lever means being ‘of essentially S-shape 
and extending with said other arm through an aper 
ture provided in the sliding rail means of the seat 
from above into the aperture means of the detent 
rail means, 

the upper edge of the detent ‘rail means being rein 
forced by ?ange means having end portions sloping 
downwardly toward both ends from the longitudinal 
center portion thereof. 

25. An adjustable seat, especially driver seat for com 
mercial type motor vehicles having a vehicle ?oor, com 
prising: 

seat frame means having a lower edge portion, cushion 
means and backrest means supported on said seat 
frame means, 

longitudinal adjusting means for adjusting the seat 
means in the vehicle longitudinal direction including 
guide rail means normally secured at the vehicle ?oor 
and sliding rail means guided within said guide rail 
means and'secured at the lower edge of the seat 
frame means, and 

rapid detachable connecting means for readily and 
rapidly detachable connecting the guide rail means 
at the vehicle ?oor, 

the rapid detachable connecting means including, on 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 
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the one hand, approximately mushroom-shaped se 
curing bolt means securely arranged near one end of 
the seat means at the vehicle ?oor and elongated aper 
ture means enlarged at one end thereof which coop 
erate with the securing bolt means and which are 
arranged at the lower edge of the guide rail means, 
and on the other, nut means securely arranged near 
the other seat end of the vehicle frame and further 
aperture means arranged at the bottom edge of the 
guide rail means for the insertion of securing bolts 
engaging with the nut means, , 

at least one of said guide rail means being of essen 
tially U-shaped cross section open toward the top, 

detent rail means connected with the seat means and 
longitudinally displaceably guided within the said one 
guide rail means, 

said detent rail means being provided with detent aper 
tures, and 

a securing bolt extending substantially transversely‘ to 
the detent rail means and supported in said guide rail 
means for engagement in said detent apertures. 
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